We demonstrate how to learn efficient heuristics for automated reasoning algorithms through deep reinforcement learning. We consider search algorithms for quantified Boolean logics, that already can solve formulas of impressive size -up to 100s of thousands of variables. The main challenge is to find a representation which lends to making predictions in a scalable way. The heuristics learned through our approach significantly improve over the handwritten heuristics for several sets of formulas.
Introduction
Automated reasoning and machine learning have both made tremendous progress over the last decades. Automated reasoning algorithms are now able to solve challenging logical problems that once seemed intractable, and today are used in industry for the verification of hardware and software systems. At the core of this progress are logic solvers for Boolean Satisfiability (SAT), Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) and recently also Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBF). These solvers rely on advanced search algorithms, such as conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) [30] , to solve formulas with thousands or even millions of variables. Many automated reasoning algorithms are not only able to answer challenging queries, but also to explain their answer by providing detailed mathematical proofs. However, when problems lack a formal semantics automated reasoning algorithms are hard to apply, and they tend to scale poorly for problems involving uncertainty (e.g. in form of probabilities).
Machine learning, on the other hand, recently experienced several breakthroughs in object recognition, machine translation, board games, and language understanding. At the heart of the recent progress in machine learning approaches lie optimization algorithms that train deep and overparameterized models from data. The resulting models generalize to unseen inputs and can deal well with uncertainty. However, the predictions made by learned models are often hard to explain and hard to restrict to safe behaviors.
The complementary strengths of machine learning and automated reasoning raise the question how the methods of the two fields can be combined. In this paper we study how neural networks can be employed within automated reasoning algorithms. We show how deep reinforcement learning can be used for create better heuristics for CDCL-style algorithms for Boolean logics and discuss the unique challenges that arise in applying neural networks in this setting.
Search algorithms in automated reasoning are highly nondeterministic: at many points in their execution there are multiple options how to proceed. These choices have a big impact on the performance; in fact we often see that some problems cannot be solved within hours of computation that under different heuristics are solved within milliseconds. The most prominent choice in CDCL-style search algorithms that has to be resolved by a heuristic is to select the next decision variable. Until today, a heuristic called Variable State Independent Decaying Sum (VSIDS) [32] and its variants are used in some of the most competitive SAT solvers [3, 5, 44] and QBF solvers [28, 36] . Even small improvements over VSIDS, such as the recent introduction of learning rate branching [26] , are highly interesting for the automated reasoning community.
Designing heuristics for logic solvers is often highly counter-intuitive: For example, it is a wellknown observation that heuristics for CDCL that aim to find a correct solution perform worse than heuristics that choose a step that quickly leads to a conflict (i.e. a dead-end in the search tree). The reason behind this effect is that conflicts allow us to apply a process called clause learning. This does not only prevent the algorithm from making the same mistake again, but also potentially cuts off exponentially many other branches and can therefore save a lot of computation time in the future. This makes heuristics for search algorithms an interesting target for machine learning with immediate impact in verification.
In this paper, we demonstrate how to learn heuristics that significantly improve over VSIDS for some classes of quantified Boolean formulas. We introduce a simple graph neural network architecture that allows us to base each decision on the complete formula, which can consist of up to 100s of thousands of variables. We train the heuristics on a (more or less) synthetic class of formulas given in the literature and consider the transferability to formulas drawn from other applications of QBF.
Why QBF? While our approach is applicable to any type of logic solver, once appropriately instrumented, we choose to focus on logic solvers for quantified Boolean formulas due to performance considerations of combining logic solvers and neural networks. Inference in deep neural networks typically takes several milliseconds, a timespan during which SAT and SMT solvers easily process 100s or 1000s of decisions. This means that even if a neural network manages to reduce the number of decisions necessary to solve a formula by a factor of 100, it might still be slower than a SAT solver with the current heuristic. This trade-off is much more favorable for neural networks for a recent QBF algorithm called Incremental Determinization [36] . The machinery to manage the richer logic is slower by one to two orders of magnitude, and spending several milliseconds per decision is not unthinkable.
Challenges The setting is very challenging compared to other reinforcement learning settings: While typical reinforcement learning settings have a small, fixed-size input (a Go board or an Atari screen), the formulas that we consider have up to 700k variables, which appear both on the input side and as actions in the reinforcement learning environment. At the same time, the size of the formulas varies dramatically and does not say much about how difficult they are to solve -while some of the largest formulas can be solved with little effort, some of the formulas with only 100 variables cannot be solved by any modern QBF solver. We address these challenges by representing these huge formulas as graphs and use Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [39] to compute an embedding for every variable. A simple policy network then predicts the quality of every variable based on its embedding. A second challenge is that each training episode can span anywhere from 1 to 100.000s of steps. But it turns out that heuristics trained on short training episodes (≤200 steps) and for relatively small formulas generalize to much harder formulas.
Training the GNN embedding network and the policy network jointly in a reinforcement learning setup results in heuristics for our logic solver that beat the hand-crafted VSIDS heuristic on most sets of formulas. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that end-to-end deep reinforcement learning has successfully been applied to learn heuristics for logic solvers.
After a primer on Boolean logics in Section 2 we describe the network architecture in Section 3. We train an evaluate the approach mostly on sets of synthetic formulas of varying difficulty, which we describe in Section 4, Section 5, and Section 6.
Boolean Logics and Search Algorithms
We start with describing propositional (i.e. quantifier-free) Boolean logic. Propositional Boolean logic allows us to use the constants 0 (false) and 1 (true), variables, and the standard Boolean op-erators ∧ ("and"), ∨ ("or"), and ¬ ("not"). We assume that the readers are familiar with their semantics and it is clear that all other Boolean operators can be defined in terms of these operators.
A literal of variable v is either the variable itself or its negation ¬v. We use clause to denote the disjunction over literals. We say that a formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF), if it is a conjunction over clauses. For example, the formula (x ∨ y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y) is in CNF. It is well known that any propositional Boolean formula ϕ can be transformed into conjunctive normal. It is less well known that this only requires a linear increase in size, if we allow the transformation to introduce additional variables (Tseitin transformation [47] ). We hence assume in this work that all formulas are given in CNF without restricting the applicability of the approach.
DPLL and CDCL
The satisfiability problem of propositional Boolean logics (SAT) is to find a satisfying assignment for a given Boolean formula or to determine that there cannot be such an assignment.It is the prototypical NP-complete problem and many other problems in NP can be easily reduced to it. The first backtracking search algorithms for SAT are attributed to Davis, Putnam, Logemann, and Loveland (DPLL) [9, 10] . Backtracking search algorithms gradually extend a partial assignment until either the partial assignment is a complete and satisfying assignment, or until it runs into a conflict (≈ dead-end). A conflict is reached, when the current partial assignment violates one of the clauses and hence cannot be completed to a satisfying assignment. In case of a conflict, the search has to backtrack and continue in a different part of the search tree.
Conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) is a significant improvement over DPLL due to Marques-Silva and Sakallah [30] . CDCL combines backtracking search with clause learning. While DPLL would simply backtrack out of conflicts and continue the search in another branch, CDCL "analyzes" the conflict by performing a couple of resolution steps. Resolution is an operation that takes two existing clauses (l 1 ∨ · · · ∨ l n ) and (l ′ 1 ∨ · · · ∨ l ′ n ) that contain a pair of complementary literals l 1 = ¬l ′ 1 , and derives the clause (l 2 ∨ · · · ∨ l n ∨ l ′ 2 ∨ · · · ∨ l ′ n ). This can increase the size of the formula over time, but each learned clause can cut off a large part of the search space and thereby speeds up the search process.
Since the introduction of CDCL in 1997, countless refinements of CDCL have been explored and clever data structures improved its efficiency significantly [11, 14, 33] . Today, the top-performing SAT solvers, such as Lingeling [5] , Crypominisat [44] , Glucose [3] , and MapleSAT all rely on CDCL as their core algorithm and they regularly solve formulas with millions of variables for industrial applications such as bounded model checking [6] .
Quantified Boolean Formulas
QBF extends propositional Boolean logic by quantifiers, which are statements of the form "for all x formula ϕ is true" and "there is an x for which formula ϕ is true". As usual, we use the notation ∀x. ϕ and ∃x. ϕ. The formula ∀x. ϕ is true if, and only if, ϕ is true if x is replaced by 0 (false) and it is also true if x is replaced by 1 (true). The semantics of ∃ arises from ∃x. ϕ = ¬∀x. ¬ϕ. We say that a QBF is in prenex normal form, if all quantifiers are in the beginning of the formula. Without loss of generality, we will only consider QBF that are in prenex normal form and whose propositional part is in CNF. Further, we can assume that for every variable in the formula, there is exactly one quantifier in the prefix. As an example for such formulas, consider ∀x. ∃y.
For the sake of simplicity, we focus the discussion to 2QBF, a subset of QBF that admits only one quantifier alternation. W.l.o.g. we can assume that the quantifier prefix of formulas in 2QBF starts with a sequence of universally quantified variables ∀x 1 . . . ∀x n followed by a sequence of existentially quantified variables ∃y 1 . . . ∃y m . While 2QBF is less powerful than QBF, it suffices for most applications, such as the synthesis of programs, circuits, or invariants [43] .
The algorithmic problem considered for QBF is to determine the truth of a quantified formula (TQBF). 1 After the success of CDCL for SAT, CDCL-like algorithms have been explored for QBF as well [13, 28, 36, 38] . While the interface between solver and reinforcement learning that we use in this work could be used for any CDCL-based SAT and QBF solver, currently it is probably only effective for QBF solvers implementing Incremental Determinization [36, 38] . Compared to other SAT and QBF solvers Incremental Determinization performs far slower search steps, which are in turn far more consequential. This allows us to query a neural network without slowing down the search process too much.
The Reinforcement Learning Interface
For the purpose of this work, we can assume that backtracking search algorithms for SAT and QBF solvers all select an unassigned variable and a polarity (≈ value) for that variable. The solver then updates its state (e.g. it automatically propagates variables that now have a unique assignment) and returns the updated state. We describe the exact information per variable and the global state in Subsection 3.1.
We implemented the interface for the 2QBF solver CADET [36] , available on Github 2 .
Baselines
We compare the learned heuristics against two baselines, Random and VSIDS. VSIDS is the standard heuristic that is implemented in CADET. It maintains an activity score per variable and always chooses the variable with the highest activity that is still available. The activity reflects how often a variable recently occurred in conflict analysis. To select which literal of a chosen variable to pick, VSIDS uses the Jeroslow-Wang approach [22] , which selects the polarity of the literal that occurs more often, weighted by the size of clauses they occur in. VSIDS performs resets according to a fixed schedule, which triggers resets aggressively in the beginning, but decreases their frequency over time. This resembles the restart strategy of earlier versions of Minisat [11] . 3 The Random heuristic picks a variable uniformly at random from the available variables. The polarity is also chosen at random, but restarts follow the same schedule as for VSIDS, as triggering restarts randomly is unreasonably ineffective.
The Neural Network Architecture
The main challenge of our setting is that the input (the formula) can be very large, may have vastly different size, and the number of available actions can vary a lot between formulas and steps. In short, the problem representation is unlike most reinforcement learning settings and many standard techniques, such as LSTMs, are not directly applicable.
It may seem reasonable to treat Boolean formulas as text and apply embedding techniques such as word2vec [31] . independent from variable x in a second formula. This is amplified in our setting by starting from the QDIMACS format, which does not admit to name variables with anything but a number. (See Appendix B for an example file.)
In other words, the semantics of Boolean formulas arises solely from their structure. We therefore suggest the use of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to compute an embedding for every literal in the formula. The nodes in this graph are the literals and the clauses of the formula, and each clause has an edge to each literal that occurs in it. See Fig. 1 for a visualization of a formula as a graph. We learn just two simple operators: (1) to represent a clause based on the literals that occur in it, and (2) to represent a literal based on the clauses in which it occurs. This allows us to exploit the simplicity of Boolean formulas in CNF and we force the approach to learn representations of literals only based on the structure of the formula. Since the variable names are never visible to the network, this approach is completely agnostic of variable names. We further enforce the invariance of the network under reordering constraints in the formula and reordering literals within each constraint, through the careful choice of operations in the GNN. We describe the GNN in detail in Subsection 3.1.
Based on the embeddings computed by the GNN a policy network then predicts the quality of the literals, when chosen as the action. After a softmax, we obtain a probability distribution over the literals and we pick an action accordingly. In Fig. 2 we depict the computation graph for a single decision. Whenever the QBF solver needs another heuristic decision, a new action (literal) is chosen according to the probabilities computed by this neural network.
A Graph Neural Network for Boolean Formulas
We now describe a GNN approach to map the formula and the algorithm state to an embedding for each literal of the formula. The solver state consists of two parts, the global solver state and of information that is specific to the variables of the formula. The global solver state is a collection of λ G = 30 values that include the essential solver state as well as statistical information about the execution. We provide the details in Appendix A. The variable-specific solver state consists of the following values:
indicates whether the variable is universally quantified,
indicates whether the variable has a Skolem function already,
indicates whether the variable was assigned constant True,
indicates whether the variable was assigned constant False,
indicates whether the variable was decided positive,
indicates whether the variable was decided negative, and
indicates the activity level of the variable.
We define the label of a literal l as l = (y 0 , . . . , y 6 ) ⊤ . That is, the labels of both literals of a variable are identical. Clauses are labeled with a single value in {0, 1}, indicating if the clause was learned or original. The label of a clause c is indicated by c.
Hyperparameters (greek letters):
• embedding dimension δ L ∈ N for variables • variable label dimension λ L = 7
• embedding dimension δ C ∈ N for clauses • clause label dimension λ C = 1 • total number of iterations τ ∈ N Trainable parameters (bold capital letters):
We define the literal embedding l t ∈ R d for every literal l and iteration number 1 ≤ t ≤ τ and the clause embedding c t ∈ R δC for every clause c ∈ C.
Here, f is the leaky ReLU nonlinearity. The number of parameters depends quadratically on the embedding depth τ , but is relatively small overall. For δ L = 8, δ C = 32, the model has only 544 parameters for τ = 1, and 18688 parameters for τ = 8.
Notes on the Implementation. The graph representation of formulas can be huge (the largest have several million nodes), but is typically very sparse -most variables and clauses have a low degree. Further, for batching, we need to combine multiple graphs into one. So it is crucial to use sparse matrices to represent the adjacency information of the nodes.
Policy Network
The policy network predicts the quality of each literal based on the literal embedding and the global solver state. The policy network thus maps the literal embedding [l, l 1 , . . . , l t ,l 1 , . . . ,l t ] concatenated with the global solver state to a single numerical value. The policy network thus has λ L + 2δ L τ + λ G inputs, which are followed by two fully-connected layers. The two hidden layers use the leaky ReLU nonlinearity.
We turn the predictions of the policy network into action probabilities by a masked softmax, which assigns zero probability to illegal actions. Additionally, we penalize the network for any probability mass it assigns to illegal actions.
Evaluation and Data
In an annual event called QBFEVAL, QBF solvers are evaluated in a competitive setting. The main evaluation criterion is the number of solved formulas for a given time limit per formula [35] . In this work we evaluate the heuristics for Incremental Determinization in a similar way and measure how many formulas can be solved with at most 2000 decisions per formula. This guarantees that the evaluation stays independent from the execution time and is thus more stable in environments where many instances solver run in parallel on the same machine. While this evaluation criterion slightly favors neural network approaches, which need more time to take a decision, we will see that the performance gain through the learned heuristic is far greater than the additional cost per decision.
We here focus on a particular set of formulas encoding reductions between first-order formulas [23] . It consists of 4500 formulas of varying sizes and with varying degrees of hardness. The largest formulas in the set have over 1600 variables and 12000 clauses. After filtering out 2500 formulas that are solved without any heuristic decisions and splitting the formulas into test and training, we are left with a test set of 200 formulas that has 316 variables on average, of which the Random baseline solves 39 on average and VSIDS solves 59 within the decision limit. We observed experimentally that this Reduction benchmark is unusually hard for the Incremental Determinization algorithm compared to other QBF algorithms.
For reference, we also evaluate the heuristics on the formulas from the 2QBF track of QBFEVAL 2017 [35] .
Rewards and Training
We jointly train the encoder network and the policy network using the plain REINFORCE algorithm [48] . We run CADET to completion on b randomly chosen formulas from the training set using the latest policy. Then we assign rewards for each of these runs and compute the gradients of the policy. We add up the gradients of the b runs as a form of batching, and then perform one gradient step for the parameters of the policy. We apply standard techniques to improve the training, including gradient clipping, normalization of rewards, and whitening of input data.
Curriculum learning. The exact choice of formulas to train on strongly influences the success of the training. It turns out that training mostly on formulas that are easy to solve leads to much better results, while learning from formulas that take many steps to solve often fails. This is somewhat comparable to curriculum learning, a standard technique in machine learning where the network is exposed gradually to more difficult problems. However, we lack a reliable measure of difficulty of the formulas -the length of formulas is not strongly correlated with the difficulty to solve, and the number of steps the other heuristics need to solve a formula can be orders of magnitude away from the optimal solution.
We implemented a more dynamic form of curriculum learning, and use the average number of steps used to solve each formula by recent version of the policy as a measure of the current difficulty. The current difficulty is then used to sample more "easy" formulas during training.
Rewards. We assign a small negative reward of −10 −4 for each decision to encourage the heuristic to solve each formula in less steps. When a formula is solved successfully, we assign reward 1 to the last decision. In this way, the rewards mostly favor solving more formulas within the time limit at the cost of performance for individual formulas.
Discussion
We present the highlights of our experiments in Fig. 3 . We see that the "Learned" heuristic that was trained on the Reduction formulas achieves a significantly better performance than both baselines. For the QBFEVAL benchmark set, the same heuristic still outperforms the Random heuristic, but does not beat VSIDS, which is unsurprising, as the formulas in QBFEVAL are much larger and generated from completely different sources.
We give a more detailed analysis of the relative performance of the heuristics in Fig. 4 . We see that the number of decisions needed to solve a formula grows exponentially or worse for each of the heuristics. There appears to be a growing gap between Random and VSIDS and also between VSIDS and the learned heuristic. Since the plot indicates decision numbers on a logarithmic scale, this indicates that the learned heuristic has an exponentially growing advantage over VSIDS.
To our surprise the best results were achieved with only 1 encoder iteration. That is, the quality of each decision is based on the information of the variable and its immediate neighbors only. Also, we noticed that the variance of the number of steps to solve each formula is huge. The number of steps the learned heuristic needs to solve a formula can easily differ by a factor of 10 between two runs. We expected that the training exploits these differences to improve the heuristic, and that after training the number of decisions needed to solve each formula stabilizes. This all hints towards a large potential for improvement.
Finally, we also did experiments with two further sets of synthetic formulas that we call easy and hard. We observed that training a heuristic on easy and evaluating it on hard led to better results than training on hard directly. This suggests there is still a problem with learning from sets of challenging formulas directly.
Related Work
Most previous approaches that applied neural networks to logical formulas used LSTMs or followed the syntax-tree [2, 7, 12, 16, 29] . We believe that this approach is inherently limited as variables can occur in distant parts of a formula and modeling formulas as sequences or as trees therefore requires networks to remember the complete formula, which is impractical beyond small formulas. This intuition seems to be confirmed by the fact that neither of these approaches scales to formulas of significant sizes.
Instead we follow a graph neural network approach, where different occurrences of a variable are inherently connected and the relevant information is propagated over multiple applications of a network. Independent from our work this has been explored in NeuroSAT [40] , where it has shown far better scalability compared to previous approaches (up to hundreds of variables), and similarly for the analysis of programs [1] . While NeuroSAT relies solely on GNNs to predict the satisfiability of a given formula, we explore the combination of (graph) neural networks and logic solvers in a reinforcement learning setting. This allows us to leverage the already impressive scalability of logic solvers.
Dai et al. used GNNs to learn combinatorial algorithms over graphs [8] . Compared to our work, the algorithmic problems they considered were much easier.
Learning approaches for logic solvers so far focussed on computationally cheap methods, as the heuristic decisions in most algorithms have to be taken within microseconds [27] . Our focus on the Incremental Determinization algorithm for QBF allowed us to explore the use of neural networks which are more heavy-weight.
In this work we focus on search-based algorithms for QBF, as they arguably have great potential for optimization through better heuristics. Other competitive QBF algorithms include expansion-based algorithms [4, 34] , CEGAR-based algorithms [20, 21, 37] , circuit-based algorithms [17, 18, 25, 45] , and hybrids [19, 46] . Recently, Janota suggested the use of (classical) machine learning techniques to address the generalization problem in QBF solvers [18] .
Reinforcement learning has been applied only rarely to logic problems. Kaliszyk 
Conclusion
We presented an approach to learn heuristics for a QBF solver through reinforcement learning. The learned heuristics outperform hand-written heuristics on a set of challenging formulas with several hundred variables on average. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that successful heuristics for logic solvers have been learned automatically through reinforcement learning.
Our experiments also uncover challenges to be addressed in the future. The transfer of the learned insights between different sets of formulas is still limited, learning from challenging formulas seems to be challenging, and -counter to intuition -it does not seem to help to consider multiple iterations of the GNN.
